
 

 

 

 

 
 

You’ll leave this short interactive workshop with a powerful map that 
charts a clear way forward to your passionate next chapter. 

Sunday, June 15th; 1-3pm 
Pay-What-You-Can ~ Studio Fundraiser (Bring a snack to share.) 

  
In this workshop you’ll learn: 
• The “New Fire Map” that’s guided thousands to discover their next fulfilling work path. 
• An affirming new perspective for how to move forward even when you’re not clear what you 

want next. 
• A natural process for navigating the uncertain time “Between-Dreams” – when you know what 

you don’t want but lack a compelling new dream. 
 

Imagine… feeling on-track and hopeful again. With a clear sense of what you can 
do now to discover and live a passionate next lifework that fully taps into your 
gifts, and is more alive, fulfilling, and successful than ever. 

This workshop is for you If… 
• You’re successful, but find yourself unexpectedly “Between-Dreams.” You’re clear what you 

don’t want, yet don’t have burning clarity for what you DO want next. 
• You’re employed but questioning your direction. The spark is gone, and you’re ready for 

something more meaningful. 
• You’re unemployed, by choice or not, and ready for a new direction. And for work that’s more 

than a JOB. 
• You’re preparing for retirement, or newly retired, and unclear “What’s Next.” 
• You’re navigating major transition in some key areas of your life. 

 

If You’re Ready For “New Fire” – This May Be Just The Starting Point 
You’ve Been Asking For.  
Join us Sunday, June 15th from 1-3pm at the North Fork Studio (next to the NF Library.) 

 

 
Facilitated by Rikk Hansen, founder of Brilliant NEXT, and a Career Calling Coach who brings 28 
years experience guiding people, especially midlife, to navigate major lifework transition and 
discovery a next work that’s really their calling. 


